
Stress-Free Nap Rhythms!



Relax!
The best advice I can give you about naps is: 

Relax. Don’t make perfect naps your full-time job 
that keeps you home all day. 

Amounts and times of sleep matter most nearest 
wake times and bedtimes- because or organization 
of cortisol and melatonin. Be flexible and trust your 

baby in the middle of the day. 



There is no science to “Wake Windows”
● Too rigidly prescriptive. Each baby is unique every month.
● Need for Awake-time often evolves before parents shift “windows.” 
● Don’t spend your days trying to have perfect times between sleeps.

You won’t have “missed the window.” 
● Cranky because of being very tired is real.  You may want to avoid cranky; or 

it may take longer to calm them- but baby will still sleep. 
● But there is no such thing as being physically unable to sleep because of 

having too much homeostatic sleep pressure. 
● Under-stimulation is real. The brain needs to be active to get tired.



Why Does a Young Infant Want to Sleep in the 
Morning?

As a 3 month-old begins to figure out making melatonin, 
melatonin is concentrated between 2am and 10am! This will 
quickly evolve with proper exposures to light and dark at circadian 
times. 

Though your baby will want to sleep a bunch in the morning…...

A consistent wake time every single day is one of the best 
predictors of developing quality sleep.  



Babywearing is OK! 

Especially until you are
On one nap per day!



I won’t be giving you sample daily schedules.

I hope you will think of naps less rigidly.



Newborn 4+ Naps On Demand
By about 4 mo - 4 naps
Around 6-9 mo - 2-3 naps
Around 9-14mo - 2-1 nap 
By 15mo - 1 nap is ideal

If your child is taking more naps than suggested above, this may 
explain: 

A) short naps B) fighting bedtime C) waking frequently at night. 









How Will You Know Your Child Is Shifting Nap Rhythm? 

Wait for baby to show you: 

A) They start regularly fighting one of the naps, days in a row.
B) They start fighting bedtime regularly; don’t seem tired at all. 
C) They start waking more at night and nothing much has changed. 

These can be signs they have matured and do not have enough sleep 
pressure built up at your proposed sleep times! 

They need fewer sleeping periods in 24hrs. 



How Can You Support Nap Evolutions? 

Begin with pushing the first nap of the day further out. Extend gradually. 

Focusing on a later first nap means you have less “schedule math” to do later on 
in the day. Just let the rest of the day flow. Follow your child’s tired cues. 

If you reach the end of the day and your child has had short naps and is tired, use 
a 15min cat nap (before they go into deep sleep) to bridge the gap to nighttime. 
Car, babywearing or stroller are ideal for this. 



Naps when working on a nighttime sleep plan….
● Focus on nights first. 

(If your only challenge is naps, focus on circadian rhythms and nap consolidation first. 

● Then focus on naps when your child has shown you that they feel secure in their sleep space 
and have some new self-soothing skills that they can find predictably (usually day 4 or 5) 

● It is much harder to sleep in the daytime as there is typically less sleep pressure. So- lets try for 
those great naps after nighttime sleep has become easier. 

● In the meantime, to avoid using for naps any sleep associations you are weaning away from at 
night- go ahead and use “accidental naps” aka car, babywearing, stroller for those first few days 
of the Sleep Savvy Plan. 

● You can absolutely go for working in nights and naps at the same time, especially for younger 
babies under 6 mo who will have more sleep pressure. 



As a Parent !




